
Caring, 
Understanding
and Customized
Planning for the Financial Life You Want



Creating the Financial Life You Want
Your life situation is unique, and so are your financial concerns and interests.  You may 
know what an ideal retirement looks like for you, or you may want help figuring that out. 
You probably also have questions about how to achieve it.

Caring, Understanding and Customized. This is more than just a slogan to us.  
The entire team at Reservoir Financial truly does care about each other, about 
you and about your financial well-being.  We want you to feel comfortable 
visiting our offices, sharing information and asking us any financial question.

Your situation, your needs, your concerns, your hopes and the people or 
causes that matter to you are unique. We want to understand them from your 
perspective.  It’s equally important to us that you understand the scenarios and 
investment options we present to you.

Therefore, we are happy to answer any and all financial questions, from social 
security, to socially responsible investing, to leaving a legacy for kids or causes. 
We want you to understand what we’ve invested for you in various financial 
reservoirs, and why.  We always explain the reasoning behind any changes we 
recommend.  The more you understand, the more comfortable you will feel.

Ultimately, all this understanding enables us to create better, more customized 
financial plans for you.  This is not one size fits all.  You deserve a plan that 
takes into account your entire financial situation and addresses your hopes for 
the future.

We believe in our mission and look forward to serving you and your family for 
generations to come.

The team at Reservoir Financial can help you find 
answers to these questions. As Investment Advisor 
Representatives of United Planners, we are not restricted 
to only certain companies’ products. This means we 
can choose from a wide array of solutions, tailoring 
strategies to help you achieve your ideal future.

   “When can I afford to retire?”

                     “Will I outlive my savings?”

       “How do es Social Security fit into my plans?”

           “Is a vacation home only a dream?”

  “How do I share assets with the next generation?”

            “What happens if I can’t handle my finances?”

“What more should I be doing with my money?”
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Caring
We start by sitting down with you to discuss your finances and your hopes for the future.  
We believe in the value of life planning, so we work with you to explore your values and 
priorities.  Together, we clarify your financial life goals.  These might include retirement 
income, a vacation home, passing assets on to the next generation, or leaving a legacy for 
organizations that matter to you.  This process helps us understand what financial reservoirs 
must be filled so you can achieve your goals for a satisfying future. 

We discuss your investment experience, your comfort level with financial risk and your 
financial worries. You tell us what matters to you, so we understand what it will take for you 
to feel comfortable. 

Understanding
Based on our conversations, we identify financial reservoirs that must be filled for you 
to have a satisfying, enjoyable life.  We have a structured process for understanding your 
financial life goals and developing strategies to help you achieve them.  We create scenarios 
to help you see how your financial future will look under different savings and investment 
circumstances.

We talk about your experience with financial terminology, explaining everything to ensure 
you are comfortable.  We are great translators, turning investments into plain English, and 
we understand that many smart people simply don’t have expertise in financial matters.  We 
do, and we want to share it with you because we truly believe in the value of planning.
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Some clients have existing relationships with trusted attorneys or accountants, and we are 
very comfortable working with your other advisors.  We will also consult outside experts 
when necessary to give you coordinated advice and services.

Customized
After we review the scenarios together, you choose the one that feels right to you.  Then 
we develop a financial plan to support it, making sure to include socially responsible 
investments if that is important to you.  We research options carefully, identifying various 
investment approaches for filling different financial reservoirs to help you achieve your 
goals.  After reviewing our recommendations with you to make sure you are comfortable 
and understand your choices, we implement your investment strategy for you. 

Going forward, we monitor your investments to make sure they continue to fit your chosen 
strategies.  If your situation changes, or market conditions shift, we revise your investments 
to help ensure you stay on track to meet your financial life goals.  We review your 
investments with you regularly and explain the rationale behind everything we do for you.



Through our affiliation as Investment Advisory 
Representatives of United Planners Financial Services, 
Member FINRA/SIPC we offer the following services.

Investment Management
You worked hard for what you have, and we want to help you grow it and distribute 
it as you see fit. We review and recommend investments based on your needs, tax 
sensitivity, interests, risk tolerance and time horizons. This enables us to determine 
which financial reservoirs need to be filled so your money is available when you need it.

Risk Management and Insurance
We help you review the odds of incurring an expensive disability, not living long 
enough to take care of people who matter to you, needing in-home assistance and 
other potential risks. Then we help you develop a plan to minimize the financial impact.

Financial Life Planning
We spend time with you to understand your hopes, needs and fears so we know 
which financial reservoirs need to be filled for you to feel comfortable. Then we 
develop scenarios for you to choose from that offer different retirement, investment 
and income options.

Multi-generational Estate Planning
Balancing your own financial needs against your desire to leave a legacy or care 
for future generations requires expert assistance. We work with your lawyers 
or accountants to develop plans that transfer your wealth to the people or 
organizations that matter to you.

Socially Responsible Investing
Many of our clients want to align their investments with their values. We are 
experienced in reviewing options through the lens of sustainable, responsible 
investing. We work with you to determine your priorities and ensure our 
recommendations meet your expectations.

Liz Charron
Liz is an Accredited Investment Fiduciary®, meeting the highest 
ethical and professional standards in the industry. She has nearly 
40 years of financial experience, having been an insurance 
executive in actuarial, product development, customer service and 
information technology.  In 2000, she founded Reservoir Financial 
to help people define, create and implement plans for achieving 
their financial dreams. 

Ralph Johnston, III
Ralph is a Certified Financial Planner™ and has nearly 20 years 
of experience in banking, securities, trusts and estates. Ralph is a 
five-time recipient of the Connecticut Five Star Wealth Manager 
award, a Cum Laude graduate of Bryant University, and an honors 
graduate of the Connecticut School of Finance and Management. 
Previously, Ralph served as vice president and trust investment 
officer of a regional bank. 

Carol Misak
Carol brings decades of customer service and financial experience 
to her role as Client Relations Manager at Reservoir Financial.  
Prior to joining the firm in 2004, Carol worked for a local casino, 
learning to stay organized under stress and to work well with 
a wide variety of personalities. She also managed a retail store 
where her responsibilities included supervising staff, scheduling 
and cash management. 

Laura Siragusa
Laura brings both communications and financial experience to 
her role as Client Relations Associate/Office Manager at Reservoir 
Financial, which she joined in 2014.  Previously, she was the 
Assistant to the Director of Finance for Catholic Charities in 
Hartford.
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